The HB 5 ShowCASE system is a helpful tool districts can use to accomplish the new House Bill 5 requirement to evaluate community and student engagement. The HB 5 ShowCASE system includes comprehensive, customizable tools to guide districts through the evaluation process. Each component of the system is available to use in both electronic and hard-copy form:

- **Overview** of the legislation and district responsibilities
- **Recommendations** for forming evaluation teams
- A **step-by-step** process for determining campus and district ratings in the nine program areas specified by law
- Tools to **evaluate** the nine program areas:
  - **Checklists** of activities and strategies
  - **Parent surveys** (differentiated for high school, middle school, and elementary) with survey links personalized for campus use
  - **Student surveys** (differentiated for high school, middle school, and elementary) with survey links personalized for campus use
  - **Rubrics** to guide evaluation decisions
- Personalized **Ratings Summary Workbook** to collectively tabulate and record campus and district ratings
- **Suggestions** for publicizing evaluation results

**Additional Information:**
- Surveys and Summary Spreadsheet can be personalized with district/campus names.
- All documents are fully customizable to allow for local decisions.
- FACILITATION SERVICES available for rollouts at campuses and/or district. Requires QUOTE.
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